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2 Claims. (CI, 132-11) 
This invention comprises a comb which shall 

provide for parting the hair with facility, as 
well as being ordinarily useful. 
According to the invention a comb has, as 

Well as a plurality of teeth of ordinary size and 
arrangement, a large broad based tooth of Sub 
Stantially triangular plan. This special tooth is 
either interposed between a series of ordinary 
teeth or may be provided at one end of a comb, 
or perhaps, more than one of such teeth may 
be provided at Suitable positions in the comb. 
The large tooth is V or substantially V-shaped 
and has straight or curved edges, which may be 
Smooth or serrated. By virtue of the relative. 
disposition of the large tooth and the neighbour 
ing ordinary teeth, there will be left between the 
large tooth and an adjacent tooth a V-shaped 
gap of substantially half the size of the large 
tooth. 
The accompanying drawing in Figure 1 shows 

diagrammatically a comb according to the inven 
of the large 

tooth. - - 

In the drawing A is the back or body of the 
comb, B the ordinary teeth and C the large 
broad based tooth which is shown smooth sided 
Or edged in Figure 1 and serrated in Figure 2, 
its outline in each case being alike. D represents 
the V-shaped gap between the large tooth and 
adjacent ordinary teeth. . . . 

V-shaped tooth as said V-shaped tooth parts the 
hair. 

2. In a comb, the combination of a body, a Se 
ries of relatively closely spaced teeth. extending 
from the body at substantially a right angle 60 
thereto, and a relatively broad V-shaped tooth 
extending from the body in a direction with Said 
first-mentioned teeth and having its major axis... 
extending at a right angle to the longitudinal 
axis of the body to provide a reversely, presented 
relatively wide V-shaped gap between the V 
shaped tooth and an adjacent one of said closely 
spaced right angular teeth, said gap being de 
fined at one side by an oblique edge of said V 
shaped tooth and at its opposite side by one edge 
of said adjacent right angular tooth and being 
adapted to freely receive hair deflected laterally 
by said V-shaped tooth as said V-shaped tooth 
parts the hair, said oblique edge of said V 
shaped tooth being serrated to provide a series 
of relatively short V-shaped teeth extending into 
said gap laterally and downwardly toward the 
free ends of said closely. Spaced right angular 
teeth at an acute angle to the major axis of Said 
broad V-shaped tooth. . . . . . 

. . . . . . . MARTIN SHAW. 

It will be appreciated that the large tooth C: 
... may be the end tooth of a comb, in which case, 
of course, there will be only one gap D. 
When the comb is drawn through the hair, 

the large tooth in conjunction with the gaps D, 
or gap, will automatically part the hair where 
it passes through. The exact manner of use of 
the comb is, of course, dependent on individual 
preference and taste. c 
What I claim is:- 
i. In a comb, the combination of a body, a se 

ries of relatively closely spaced teeth. extending 
from the body - at substantially a right angle 
thereto, and a relatively broad V-shaped tooth 
extending from the body in a direction with said 
first-mentioned teeth and having its major axis 
extending at a right angle to the longitudinal 
axis of the body to provide a reversely presented 
relatively wide V-shaped gap between the V 
shaped tooth and an adjacent one of said closely 
spaced right angular teeth, said gap being defined 
at one side by an oblique edge of Said V-shaped 
tooth and at its opposite side by one edge of said 
adjacent right angular tooth and being adapted 
to freely receive hair deflected laterally by Said 
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